Effects of light intensity on the circadian temperature and feeding rhythms in the squirrel monkey.
The circadian rhythms of body temperature and feeding appear to be timed by separate pacemakers. Tonic administration of light has been used to investigate the response of the pacemaker timing behavioral rhythms; however, the response of the body temperature rhythm has not been similarly examined. This study investigates the circadian timing of the body temperature rhythm under conditions of different light intensity. We simultaneously recorded the patterns of both feeding and body temperature in squirrel monkeys free-running in an environment free of external time cues. In each lighting condition, the periods of the body temperature and feeding rhythms were identical. In constant bright light the rhythm periods were longer than when the animals were exposed to constant dim light. In addition, the variability of the periods was dependent on light intensity. The feeding rhythm period variance of animals in constant bright light was smaller than when in dim light. Conversely, the period of the free-running body temperature rhythm exhibited more variability in bright light than in dim light. Further, in each condition, there were changes in phase angle relationship between feeding and body temperature which were qualitatively similar to those observed in humans, although quantitatively smaller in magnitude. Thus, in the squirrel monkey, tonic light studies reveal that the mean circadian period of the body temperature and feeding rhythms are similar. However, changes in phase relationship, and differential rhythm period stabilities suggest differences in the period of the underlying, tightly coupled pacemakers.